WITHOUT DETENTION
Opportunities for alternatives
Executive summary

The UK has been at the forefront of the growth of immigration detention, across Europe and the world. Detention has come to be seen as central to a response to irregular migration based on enforcement, coercion and deterrence. The UK now has one of the largest detention estates in Europe and is the only State to use detention without time limit.

Yet there appears to be a growing realisation that the focus on detention and enforcement is expensive and often ineffective, causing incalculable harm to migrants and their families whilst often failing to achieve migration governance objectives. Detention alienates individuals and communities, making them see immigration and asylum systems as hostile and unjust. Yet migration governance requires a certain level of trust and cooperation; it cannot be effective if it does not have some level of consent of communities affected.

The UK Government has hinted at a shift towards a new approach with less reliance on immigration detention. The Government has committed to a programme of detention reform that should lead to a reduction in the numbers of people detained and the length of their detention. Two detention centres were closed in 2015; numbers of migrants detained for long periods are falling. The Detained Fast Track asylum process remains suspended, following Detention Action’s legal challenges. The Government has legislated to limit the detention of pregnant women and introduce some automatic judicial oversight of detention for the first time.

These steps could remain piecemeal, fragmented changes, to be easily reversed in the next cycle of political controversy. Or they could mark the start of a shift towards a different approach to migration governance, based on engagement with migrants, rather than enforcement. The UK could play a leading role at a regional level in developing and implementing alternatives to detention that meet government objectives and respect the rights and dignity of migrants.

There is ample international evidence that this approach can work. The International Detention Coalition’s Community Assessment and Placement (CAP) model is based on extensive good practice by States around the world. The model involves a holistic approach, using screening and assessment, a range of placement options and intensive case management to support migrants to resolve their immigration cases in the community. Without detention.

As yet, little of this holistic approach has been implemented in Europe, with the exception of Sweden. The UK could be a case study for the exploration of alternatives in the region, applying the CAP model to the specific regional and national contexts.

This report applies the CAP model to the main contexts in which detention is used in the UK: in return procedures, the asylum process and for ex-offenders with barriers to removal.
In each situation, it sets out how alternatives to detention can allow a different approach, meeting the needs of Government and migrants. It analyses relevant international good practice, as well as unsuccessful pilots, whilst recognising that models from other national contexts can never be imposed wholesale, but must be adapted to different practical and political considerations.

Alternatives to detention in the returns process should use the learning from previous alternatives for families in the UK, adapting them for the similar and different situations of adults. But they should go further, recognising the international evidence that alternatives are most effective when they engage migrants throughout the immigration processes. In countries including Australia and Sweden, such practices have led to reductions in detention and high levels of cooperation with immigration processes, with voluntary return rather than enforcement the main form of return.

In the context of the UK Government’s desire to replace the Detained Fast Track asylum process, alternatives offer a way for asylum claims to be processed quickly without the use of detention. Providing support to asylum-seekers in the community can help them to engage with the process, reducing the risk of absconding or delays to the process through missing interviews. Other States like Switzerland have addressed similar political objectives through processing some asylum claims quickly in the community, without detention or unfair appeals deadlines.

Detention Action’s Community Support Project adapts international models to show that alternatives can work even for the most complex situations, those of ex-offenders with barriers to return. Alternatives to the long-term detention of these people can be based on well-established principles of post-prison rehabilitation. One-to-one, person-centred support can help ex-offenders facing deportation to stabilise their lives in the community, avoiding re-offending or absconding while their cases are resolved.

One thing is clear: for alternatives to work, they cannot be left to governments alone. Only where civil society, migrant communities and experts-by-experience are involved from the start in developing and implementing alternatives, are alternatives likely to prioritise the engagement with migrants that can build trust. Only where alternatives focus on engagement, can they succeed in promoting cooperation with immigration systems and reducing the use, and harm to individuals, of detention. The opportunities for detention reform in the UK require civil society and migrant communities to get involved in developing solutions as well as critiques, in showing that working with migrants in the community can be the way forward.

This report sets out how that change could happen. It calls for civil society to get involved in designing, piloting and developing alternatives. These pilots can both enable individuals to avoid detention, and influence the shape and tone of the wider implementation of alternatives. They can be the start of a systemic shift away from detention and a break from the enforcement culture.

The stakes are high: detention reform in the UK is fragile, while European migration systems are under unprecedented strain. The risk is of detention on a scale never before seen in the region. There has never been a greater need for alternatives.
I was detained in prison under immigration powers, and then in Harmondsworth and Colnbrook IRCs, for over two years altogether. The “IRC” stands for “Immigration Removal Centre”. “Removal” is the key word here. From the very first day I was detained pending deportation, I knew I could not be returned because of Home Office Country Guidance. I asked my solicitor, the courts, and the Home Office the same question: “Why are you locking me up when you yourself acknowledge you cannot deport me?” The answer was always the same: “You cannot be released because of the risk that you re-offend.”

‘Immigration is immigration. Asylum is asylum. A criminal court is a criminal court. They are three separate things. In this country, however, the Government is very happy to confuse them all. Once you’ve served your sentence, you’ve paid your debt to society. You should be freed. But migrants with convictions to their name serve double sentences. Although, this is detention and this is the UK, so no time limit means it is actually more of a life sentence.

‘The sense of injustice swells inside of me when I think about it. I felt like the specifics of my case were completely ignored – my long-term detention came down to the fact I was a foreigner, little else. My experience in detention broke the trust I had in the Government, and the country I have lived in for the last twenty years.

‘The first time I heard about alternatives was in a Freed Voices session after I’d been released. I was shocked. I could not believe it. “You are telling me there is another way to control immigration that is cheaper, more humane, and more efficient for the government, and they aren’t using it?” I was very angry. And confused. Detention clearly doesn’t work and the way out is sitting in a drawer! Alternatives can be a win-win, for everybody – for the Government, for the taxpayer, for people whose lives are otherwise broken by detention.

‘So what is stopping them?

‘In 1994, there were 300 or so people in detention. Last year, nearly 33,000 people were
detained. This feels like the biggest obstacle going forward in the push for alternatives. The routine must become the rare. In 1994, it was exceptional to put someone in detention. In 2016, it is exceptional as a migrant in this country to not experience detention, in one way or another, directly or indirectly.

‘But alternatives are a way for the Government to meet their immigration controls without criminalising migrants or depriving them of their liberty. They are cost effective and efficient. They offer the Home Office a way to actually practice the policy they preach: to use detention as a last resort, not as a first resort. They are a way of addressing the inhumanity of the UK’s current approach.

‘The Government need to ask themselves whether they are more interested in doing a good job or winning votes. Civil society needs to push alternatives as the answer and hold the Government accountable for not introducing them when they said they are committed to reform. Just as importantly, people with experience of detention need to speak out about the reality of detention and shape what alternatives look like in light of their experiences. We understand the real problems at the root of the detention system in a way others cannot and we must be part of the solution.’

– Kasonga

‘I’ve done the same cycle three times – prison, then detention, then released back into the community. Add it up and I was detained three years plus.

‘When I was in prison the first time, I did lots of courses to prepare me for life outside. I was prepping job interviews. I was gonna be a painter, decorator. I was ready to reintegrate. But then I moved to detention, and there was nothing like that. The stress of detention popped that balloon. My confidence went. My self-esteem went. It made me feel all the studies I did were useless, waste of time. I started to get big mental health issues. I needed help but I had nowhere to turn.

‘I was very, very stressed when I came out the first and second times. It was like starting from minus-zero. I had nothing. No support at all. The second time I even went to the probation services in Newcastle. I begged them to help me like they do other ex-offenders. I knew that they could give me some structure, help me with housing, help me with being a better person. They said because I just come from detention, they cannot work with me. I didn’t understand why because I obviously needed it.

‘Detention had mashed up my head. I was drinking to forget the pain of detention. I was waking up at night-time. When I saw security guards in Tesco, I was thinking they’re not Tesco, they’re Tascor [the private security company responsible for transferring people in detention]. I was so scared of being re-detained, again. Detention destroyed all my trust in the system. It made me think twice about reporting just in case they handcuff me up again. I absconded. I re-offended.

‘But it was different when I was released this time. I got involved with Freed Voices and the Community Support Project. I had someone to speak to. I saw a path. I remembered the light at the end of the tunnel. I got a bit of stability.

‘Really, it’s simple: when someone invests in you as human, you respect them. Your respect what they say.’

– Jalloh
run off. I get my trust back. I haven’t done no re-offending or absconding since I was released this time. I feel more calm now. If I have a problem or mental health issue I can get help speaking to the right people. I am better dealing with my own problems.

‘A few months ago was the first time I saw anyone from the Home Office working on my case. For the first time ever! That made a big difference for me. Someone was actually asking me questions! I was so happy. I felt part of the process.’

— Jalloh

**Freed Voices** are a group of experts-by-experience committed to speaking out about the reality of immigration detention in the UK and campaigning for detention reform. Migrants with experience of detention have in the past had little influence due to their extreme marginalisation and the stigma of detention. However, through an innovative model of activism based on self-advocacy training, the Freed Voices group have established themselves as a vital part of the detention reform movement. They engage Parliamentarians and policy-makers, mobilise support and do media work. They speak as experts – they do not just reflect on their time in detention, they demand change in light of those experiences.
A
fter decades of relative obscurity, immigration detention has come to be widely and officially recognised as a political problem in the UK. This unprecedented level of criticism started in March 2015, when the cross-party Parliamentary Inquiry into the Use of Immigration Detention delivered the damning verdict that the UK detains far too many people for far too long and recommended that the UK introduce a legal limit on the length of time that migrants can be detained as part of a radical overhaul of the entire detention system.¹

The Government responded by commissioning former Prisons and Probation Ombudsman Stephen Shaw to investigate the welfare of vulnerable people in detention. Stephen Shaw’s review, published in January 2016, reiterated the need for detention reform, urging the government to begin the process of reducing detention ‘boldly and without delay’.²

These robust critiques of the current immigration detention system identify the excessive use of detention - long term, often resulting in release rather than removal and involving very vulnerable individuals - as a symptom of a wider enforcement-focused immigration control system and poor caseworking by the Home Office. The emphasis placed on enforcement results in a failure to sufficiently engage individuals going through immigration procedures, with the result that the system is inefficient for the authorities and inhumane and alienating for migrants.

In January 2016, the Government accepted the broad thrust of the Shaw review and hinted at a wide-ranging reform programme,³ but so far it appears that only piecemeal changes have been introduced. Under political pressure, the Government used the Immigration Act 2016 to introduce limited changes in law: a detention time limit of 72 hours for pregnant women, and for the first time automatic judicial oversight of detention every four months for some categories of migrants. Separately, the Detained Fast Track asylum process has been suspended, following successful legal challenges by Detention Action and individual asylum-seekers. Nevertheless, these changes could amount to the early stages of a shift away from detention: two detention centres were closed in 2015, and the Government has indicated that the number of people detained and lengths of detention will both decrease in the future.⁴ In particular, the promise of removal plans for all migrants in detention⁵ could bring a move away from detaining migrants whose removal is not imminent.

⁴ Ibid.
⁵ Ibid.
However, this reform programme, if such it is, will remain fragile as long as its focus is restricted to detention. Immigration detention can only be understood holistically in the context of the broader immigration and asylum systems, within which it is one tool among others. It is a symptom, as well as prime example, of an approach that places too much reliance on enforcement and too little on engaging migrants to help them fully participate with immigration procedures. A sustained reduction in detention would need to be accompanied by improving engagement with migrants in the community. Such alternatives to detention can assist migrants to understand and participate better in immigration procedures, enabling their cases to be resolved in a fair, timely and humane manner in the community, with the minimum use of enforcement. This shift in approach, from enforcement to engagement, can build greater fairness, accountability and trust into the system and produce better outcomes for individuals, communities and the Government.

Indeed, the Parliamentary Inquiry called for the development of a much wider range of community-based alternatives to detention, ‘affecting the entire process of the immigration system’, as part of a culture change from enforcement to engagement, which could in time enable further changes such as a time limit on detention. The inquiry heard extensive evidence from individuals who had gone through the detention system, as well as UK and international experts, which showed that the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of the current approach is the result of failing to sufficiently engage and support individuals going through the system.

However, for many reasons, community-based alternatives to detention that go beyond the existing ‘very traditional’ types (such as reporting to the authorities, or release on bail conditions) remain generally under-explored and under-discussed in the UK, by the government, by the judiciary, by legal practitioners, by civil society organisations, by migrant support groups and by migrants themselves. Even where alternatives to detention are mentioned in the context of detention reform by politicians, the Home Office and other commentators, there is often no substantial explanation of what is meant by them, what they should deliver, how they should be developed and who should be involved.

This report offers a conceptual tool to support proactive detention reform through the development of alternatives, considering how the UK could reform its migration governance system so that it relies far less on detention, while respecting the dignity and rights of migrants. The aim of the paper is to start more robust and practically-oriented conversations about developing a wider range of alternatives to detention which will reduce the use of immigration detention in the UK.

While the focus of this paper is on the UK, the implications of and for the regional context are also vital. Notwithstanding the UK’s prospective departure from the EU, British immigration control systems will continue to be closely tied in to those of the rest of Europe and global migration trends. The UK faces similar challenges to other European countries, particularly those which consider themselves to be destination as opposed to transit countries, and learning can be shared elsewhere in Europe. Likewise, plans in the UK need to take account of learning from the rest of the region.

---

Sustainable momentum in developing alternatives will require collaboration and sharing of good practice between states, but also amongst civil society organisations across the region.

This report investigates possible routes to the expansion of alternatives to detention in order to reduce detention, paying special attention to the process that is required for such a change. This sensitivity to the process is important: developing alternatives to detention is challenging and requires the participation of many different stakeholders in different roles, as well as continuous learning and evaluation.
In doing so, this report applies to the UK context the Community Assessment and Placement (CAP) model, developed by the International Detention Coalition (IDC). IDC is an international NGO whose technical expertise on alternatives to detention has been used and sought by governments across the globe. The CAP model ‘is a practical tool for governments and other stakeholders to develop effective and humane systems for governing irregular migration... reviewing and analysing their current migration governance framework and... exploring alternatives that work in their context.’

In this evolving area of social and migration policy, this report is one of many contributions to the discussion. The report is influenced not only by previous papers, but also by the authors’ own experience of implementing alternatives, discussions with international colleagues and lobbying governments around the world to develop alternatives. Our focus is the practical and pragmatic one of analysing the scope for development and implementation of alternatives in a given national context, that of the UK.

This report will first trace the international and regional legal contexts surrounding alternatives to detention, and the discussion and implementation of alternatives to date. It will introduce the CAP model developed by the International Detention Coalition. Using the CAP model, the report then explores opportunities for developing alternatives in the UK, in the returns procedure, instead of the Detained Fast Track and for ex-offenders exposed to long-term detention. The report will conclude by outlining opportunities and risks in civil society involvement in developing alternatives and possible steps that the UK can take to develop a wider range of alternatives to reduce immigration detention.

The UK detention system at a glance

- There are nine Immigration Removal Centres (IRCs): Dungavel, Morton Hall, Yarl’s Wood, Campsfield House, Colnbrook, Harmondsworth, Brook House, Tinsley House and The Verne. They are also several small Short Term Holding Facilities.

- Women are detained in Yarl’s Wood and Dungavel IRCs. There is also a small short-term unit for women in Colnbrook and a family unit in Tinsley House.

- Children are currently detained in Cedars Pre-Departure Accommodation and Tinsley House IRC; Cedars is due to close, and a new Pre-Departure Accommodation will be constructed at Tinsley House.

- Two IRCs (Morton Hall and The Verne) are operated by the Prison Service under contract to the Home Office. The remainder are contracted by the Home Office to private sector operators.

---

7 There is already a significant international literature on alternatives to detention, providing extensive discussion of the international and regional legal standards and detailed descriptions of particular practices and projects. We do not intend to duplicate these publications, some of which are listed at Further Reading. For more information about the IDC, visit www.idcoalition.org.

8 The International Detention Coalition, There Are Alternatives: A Handbook for Preventing Unnecessary Immigration Detention (Revised), 2015, p17.
Number of migrants detained between July 2015 and June 2016: 31,596

Number of migrants detained in Immigration Removal Centres at 30 June 2016: 2,878

Number of migrants detained in prisons at 27 June 2016: 427

The main monitoring mechanism is the HM Inspectorate of Prisons, which conducts regular announced and unannounced inspections of all IRCs, as well as prisons. Each IRC is also monitored by a local Independent Monitoring Board.

There is no time limit on immigration detention in the UK. As at 30 June 2016, the longest length of time a person currently detained had been held for was 1,156 days.

---

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
Part I

Ideas and experiences
Abdal –

‘I was detained for nearly 6 years and for nothing. That’s £200,000 wasted that could have been spent on alternatives that actually work.’
The importance of alternatives to immigration detention is well established in international legal standards. The European Court of Human Rights has found that immigration detention can only be justified as a last resort after other less severe measures have been considered and found to be insufficient.\(^\text{13}\) It has been found that for immigration detention to be lawful, it must be proportionate and avoid arbitrariness.\(^\text{14}\)

The EU’s recast Reception Conditions Directive, which is not applied in the UK, goes even further, requiring that detention be not only proportionate but necessary, on the basis of individual assessment of each individual case.\(^\text{15}\) The Reception Conditions Directive, the Returns Directive and Dublin III Regulation all stress the need for the use of less coercive measures than detention whenever they can be applied effectively.\(^\text{16}\)

The United Nations Human Rights Committee has similarly interpreted the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as requiring that detention be used only when there are not less invasive means of achieving the same ends in the light of the particular circumstances of the case.\(^\text{17}\)

The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe has urged that ‘alternative and non-custodial measures, feasible in the individual case, should be considered before resorting to measures of detention.’\(^\text{18}\) Detention should only be resorted to after careful individual consideration, ‘where other measures have failed or if there are reasons to believe that they will not suffice.’\(^\text{19}\)

\(^\text{13}\) Witold Litwa v. Poland, European Court of Human Rights, no.26629/95, 4 April 2000. § 78; Return Directive, Art. 15.1.

\(^\text{14}\) Saadi v. the United Kingdom, No. 13229/03, GC, 29 January 2008, para 74; Louled Massoud v. Malta, No. 24340/08, 27 July 2010; Return Directive, Art. 15.1.

\(^\text{15}\) Directive 2013/33/EU of the European Union and the Council of 26 June 2013 laying down standards for the reception of applicants for international protection (recast). Article 8 (2) combined with Recital 15.

\(^\text{16}\) Reception Conditions Directive, Article 8(2) and Recitals 15 and 20; Return Directive, Article 15(1) and Recital 16; Dublin III Regulation, Article 28(2) and Recital 20.


\(^\text{18}\) Committee of Ministers, Recommendation Rec (2003)5 on measures of detention of asylum-seekers, adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 16 April 2003 at the 837th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies, § 6.

The Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants of the UN Human Rights Council has emphasised that ‘fully sustaining the implementation of a human rights-based framework for regular migration across the European Union therefore involves … developing alternatives to detention.’

The Detention Guidelines of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) also stress the importance of alternatives, stating that alternatives should be accessible in practice, and their design should be based on the principle of minimum intervention. The availability, effectiveness and appropriateness of less coercive measures than detention should be considered in every case. Expansion of alternatives is a key objective of UNHCR’s Global Detention Strategy, which includes the UK as one of its twelve focus countries.

It is clear that the requirement to consider alternatives is absolutely central to the lawfulness of detention in international law. Yet for this safeguard to be meaningful, a range of effective alternatives must be available in practice for each individual at risk of detention. This is simply not the case in the UK, or the vast majority of European countries. The small scale and limited range of alternatives mean that they cannot address the numbers of potentially eligible migrants, or the range of needs. This failure to develop alternatives can arguably render detention arbitrary, if individuals are detained because suitable alternatives have not been implemented on the necessary scale.

---


22 UNHCR, Beyond Detention: A Global Strategy to support governments to end the detention of asylum-seekers and refugees, 2014.
What are alternatives?

Introducing the Community Assessment and Placement (CAP) model

There is no established legal definition, but the IDC has defined alternatives to detention as ‘any law, policy or practice by which persons are not detained for reasons relating to their migration status.’ IDC developed this definition after documenting the use of a range of alternatives to detention across the globe that prevent unnecessary detention.

IDC has also developed a tool, the CAP model, which enables governments, civil society organisations and others to review current migration governance systems and identify how they can be improved to reduce the use of detention. IDC’s report There Are Alternatives provides a detailed account of their research findings, reasoning, evidence and case studies and is used extensively by IDC members and other institutional practitioners and policy makers around the world. The analysis in this report is based on the IDC model, which is explained in more depth in Part II.

Figure 1. The Community Assessment and Placement (CAP) model

---

23 The International Detention Coalition, There Are Alternatives: A Handbook for Preventing Unnecessary Immigration Detention (Revised), 2015, p7.

24 This report cannot convey all aspects of IDC’s There Are Alternatives; it is strongly recommended that interested readers refer to the original report to deepen their understanding of the IDC approach.
There are two principles which underpin the CAP model: the right to liberty and minimum standards.

**Liberty – presumption against detention**

- The right to liberty is protected by international and regional human rights instruments, irrespective of an individual’s immigration status.
- States can only interfere with this right when detention is justified by a legitimate purpose, is lawful and is not arbitrary.

**Minimum standards**

- When these standards are not adhered to, alternatives are less likely to produce positive outcomes in respect of human rights, case resolution\(^{25}\) and compliance. They include:
  - Respect for fundamental rights
  - Basic needs
  - Formal status and documentation
  - Legal advice and interpretation
  - Fair and timely case resolution
  - Regular review of placement decisions

There are three components of the CAP model: identification and decision-making (screening and assessment), placement options and case management. It is important to note that they are all interlinked.

**Identification and decision-making (screening and assessment)**

- Screening and assessment goes beyond decisions to detain to carefully consider each individual’s risk, needs, vulnerabilities and strengths in order to make an informed case-by-case decision, not just on where the individual would be placed but how that person is going to be supported to enable effective engagement with immigration procedures. Such screening and assessment must take place regularly throughout the immigration process.

**Placement options**

- There are three types of placement options available. Some involve the imposition of conditions, such as the requirement to live in a designated place.
  - Placement in the community without conditions is the preferred option and applicable in the majority of cases
  - Placement in the community can involve the imposition of conditions if necessary and proportionate based on individual screening and assessment

---

\(^{25}\) Case resolution refers to the conclusion of the person’s immigration case, either in grant of a form of leave to remain, travel to a third country or return to country of origin.
• Placement in detention is a measure of last resort, to be used only in exceptional circumstances, provided that the standards of necessity, reasonableness and proportionality have been met in the individual case.

Case management

Case management is a social work approach which is ‘designed to ensure support for, and a coordinated response to, the health and wellbeing of people with complex needs’. Many countries use this approach in their alternatives to detention programmes, including Sweden and Australia. Case management models involve a case manager, who is not a decision-maker, working with the migrant to provide a link between the individual, the authorities and the community. The case manager ensures that the individual has access to information about the immigration process and can engage fully, and that the government has up-to-date and relevant information about the person.

The unique advantage of the CAP model is that it draws attention to elements other than detention laws, practice and conditions and facilitates a more holistic approach to detention reform. This will include, for example, ensuring minimum standards and conditions such as basic living needs and access to legal advice are met and scrutinising screening and assessment processes that should determine placement options for individuals. It also encourages examination of types of placement options currently available and how non-custodial options can be strengthened by case management to reduce the need for detention. Moreover, it places migrants at the centre of the process.

Types of alternatives

In terms of overall approach, alternatives can broadly be divided into those that rely on reduced degrees of coercion and those that focus on engagement with migrants to promote cooperation with immigration systems.

Enforcement-based alternatives involve reduced coercion compared to detention, but are still based on the principle of getting migrants to comply by force through imposing rules and conditions. Applying conditions in the community allows the authorities to monitor the individual and consider the option of detention in the event of breaches. Enforcement-based alternatives broadly fall into the following categories:

- Registration with the authorities and surrender of documentation
- Reporting conditions
- Residence requirements
- Provision of a guarantor or surety for release on bail or bond
- Community supervision arrangements

26 IDC, p47.
By contrast, engagement-based alternatives do not in themselves involve coercion, although they can be used alongside the imposition of conditions. They go beyond reducing the degree of coercion by providing additional support in the community to encourage people to participate fully in their case resolution. They are particularly valuable for vulnerable people and children, who may be unsuitable for detention and require additional support to meet their needs and enable them to participate in immigration and asylum proceedings. They can also be used to meet risk factors associated with non-detention, such as risk of absconding or offending.
3 Existing alternatives in the UK

What practices are understood to be alternatives to detention in the UK?

Discussion of alternatives in the UK has been hampered by a lack of clear consensus on what is meant by the term. Nevertheless, certain practices can be identified as alternatives to detention, although no definitive list is available. Below we map the terrain of the discussion of alternatives to date, whilst recognising the need to explore a wider range of alternatives.

The policy framework is set out in Chapter 55 of the Home Office's Enforcement Instructions and Guidance, which states that ‘there is a presumption in favour of temporary admission or release and, wherever possible, alternatives to detention are used’. Chapter 55.20 further states that ‘a person who is liable to detention under the powers in the Immigration Acts may, as an alternative to detention, be granted temporary admission or release on restrictions...

Another alternative to detention is the granting of bail. In his written evidence to the Detention Inquiry, the then Immigration Minister, James Brokenshire, outlined three mechanisms that the government regards as alternatives to detention: reporting, bail and electronic monitoring. The Government has stated that reporting requirements, by which individuals are obliged to report at regular intervals to an immigration office or police station, is the ‘primary default alternative to detention’. It allows the Home Office to maintain regular contact with individuals, and is used on occasion to detain them. However, reporting is generally not used to sustain a dialogue with individuals or seek to resolve their cases. Approximately 60,000 people report regularly; the compliance rate is 95%. The Government has estimated costs at £8.6 million per year (£1.6 million for office accommodation costs and £7 million for staff costs).

The Government has also cited bail as an alternative to detention. Bail is a release mechanism by which people already in immigration detention can seek release through the First-Tier Tribunal, sometimes with the guarantee of a financial surety by a supporter. It does not operate as an alternative that can prevent detention. Given that the Immigration Act

Approximately 60,000 people report regularly; the compliance rate is 95%
2016 will re-categorise all non-detained migrants without leave to remain as being on bail, it will not make sense to consider bail as an alternative to detention,\(^{31}\) although arguably the financial surety system could be regarded as such.

Electronic monitoring, via a tag placed on the ankle, has also been presented by the Government as an alternative to detention, although it later clarified that ‘in itself, it is not an alternative to detention’ but ‘an enhanced contact mechanism.’\(^{32}\) The Government has also observed that it is not fully effective as an alternative, as it ‘cannot guarantee an individual will not abscond.’\(^{33}\) Nevertheless, although no evidence of its effectiveness has been published, the Immigration Act 2016 requires that electronic monitoring be imposed on all non-detained individuals subject to deportation (usually ex-offenders), unless it is impractical or would breach their rights. Just over 500 individuals were subject to electronic monitoring at October 2014, at a cost of approximately £515 per person per month.\(^{34}\)

According to the Chief Inspector of Prisons, there is ‘little evidence’ that these alternatives have been considered by the Secretary of the State for detained individuals before the decision to detain an individual has been made or when their cases are reviewed whilst in detention.\(^{35}\)

There is no systematic evaluation of these traditional alternatives in the UK; JRS Europe is the only organisation which has conducted a qualitative analysis of migrants’ experience of these alternatives.\(^{36}\) A small sample of subjects reported an erosion of trust in the immigration system as a result of their detention experience. Practical and psychological difficulties encountered while being on alternatives such as destitution, depression and stigma acted as a barrier when trying to remain engaged with their own immigration cases. They felt that they were not well-informed of the immigration procedures, and being on alternatives did not improve their communications with the authorities. These traditional alternatives do not incorporate the elements of good practice identified by IDC,\(^{37}\) and appear to alienate rather than engage migrants.

Past alternatives to detention pilots: the Millbank and Glasgow pilots

In the late 2000s, in response to growing criticism of the detention of children, the Home Office twice piloted alternatives to detention for families. Both programmes operated on a relatively small scale, targeting families with children whose asylum applications had been refused, with an overall aim of encouraging them to leave the UK voluntarily, without the need for detention or forced removal.

Outcomes of these two pilots were poor, from the point of view of individuals’ welfare, voluntary

\(^{31}\) Ibid.

\(^{32}\) James Brokenshire, Minister for Immigration, letter to the Detention Inquiry, 26 January 2015.

\(^{33}\) James Brokenshire, Minister for Immigration, letter to the Detention Inquiry, 13 October 2014.

\(^{34}\) Ibid.


\(^{36}\) JRS Europe, \textit{From Deprivation to Liberty} (2011).

\(^{37}\) See Part II for more information.
return rates and engagement of the families. Evaluations have suggested that the coercive and end-of-process nature of these alternatives led to a lack of trust between families and the project staff.\textsuperscript{38} Both reported a high degree of confusion among participants as to the processes involved.

Both pilots involved transferring families at the end of the asylum process, who would otherwise be detained, to separate, open accommodation in a different part of the country (Millbank in Dover) or of the city of Glasgow respectively, taking them away from the community and support networks that they were accustomed to. This approach was based on the assumption that moving families would mark a clear break between the asylum and returns processes, and encourage them to engage with voluntary return.

The Millbank Project, which ran from November 2007 to July 2008, aimed at ‘setting up an alternative removal process that encouraged closer case work activity with families in supported accommodation, rather than in detention facilities, while meeting the needs of children. It was planned that the removals would take place through the Assisted Voluntary Returns process.’\textsuperscript{39} Families were free to come and go in the accommodation, but lost support if they moved out. An on-site doctor and key-workers were provided, and children could attend local schools. An NGO, Migrant Help, was involved with project delivery.

The evaluation found that ‘the project failed to promote the anticipated increase in Assisted Voluntary Returns (AVR) with only one family choosing to take that option’ because of ‘the very low number of families referred to the project and further legal representation by the families that were selected.’\textsuperscript{40} Poor implementation appears to have been critical: 68% of the 524 families referred to the project turned out not to be eligible. The evaluation concluded that ‘the concept of independent key workers… worked well up to a point’,\textsuperscript{41} and recommended that qualified social workers should have been involved, given the vulnerability of families and complexity of their needs.

The Glasgow Project,\textsuperscript{42} targeting the same profile of migrants, ran from June 2009 to 2010, when it was abandoned after the Coalition Government pledged to end the detention of children. It was run as a child-centred, residential programme supported by Social Services. Families were accommodated in four flats in Glasgow, although during the project outreach services began to allow families to stay in their original homes. The families were expected to work closely with the project to plan voluntary return and arrange a resettlement package where appropriate. Only 25 families entered the project and most were removed from the project for medical or legal reasons, or because they refused to engage. When the project ended, although four families had agreed to return, no voluntary returns had taken place.

The evaluation found barriers to engagement including the long length of these families’ stay in the UK; their view that return was not safe; ongoing legal challenges because families believed that the asylum decision they received was not fair; and ‘word of mouth’ encouragement not to leave the UK. It also found that strong partnership with social workers was a positive experience which enabled better quality of support.


\textsuperscript{40} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{41} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{42} ODS Consulting, Evaluation of the Family Return Project, May 2010.
The Family Returns Process

The process was introduced in 2010 following the new Government’s pledge to end the detention of children. While it is not generally described as an alternative to detention, the process allows more families with children facing return to remain in the community, instead of routinely being detained. Statistics show that the number of children detained has declined sharply since the introduction of this process from over a thousand a year to 117 in the year ending June 2016. The length of time such families with children are detained has been reduced to a maximum of 72 hours, extendable to up to seven days with ministerial authorisation. There are several components of the process which distinguish it from the previous system:

- More intensive contact with families with children, with a view to safeguarding the child and to assisting families to explore their options;
- A three-tiered system for returns, with forced return as the last resort;
- The oversight of the Independent Family Returns Panel of the use of detention;
- The use as a last resort of the Cedars Pre-Departure Accommodation (PDA).

After a family is refused leave to remain in the UK, the Home Office arranges a Family Return Conference with the family to discuss barriers to return, family welfare and medical issues and the option of Assisted Voluntary Return. Two weeks later, a Family Departure Meeting takes place, to discuss the family’s options and views. If they do not agree to take voluntary return, they are given two weeks’ notice of a Required Return, which usually involves families being asked to make their own way to the airport for removal without enforcement. If the family does not comply with the Required Return, a return plan is drawn up by the Home Office and enforcement options are reviewed by the Independent Family Returns Panel. With the approval of the Panel, detention can be used as a last resort, in specially designed Cedars ‘Pre-Departure Accommodation’ (PDA).

Recently, the Government has referred to ‘the overall success of the family returns process and, in particular, to the fact that more families are accepting voluntary assistance to leave the UK.’ Between 2012 and 2014, 76% of families who returned left without enforcement action. This means that only 88 out of 407 families who returned did so via detention.

In July 2016, the Government announced the planned closure of Cedars on costs grounds; a new, discrete unit will be built instead at Tinsley House Immigration Removal Centre, near
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43 Melanie Gower, Ending child immigration detention, House of Commons Library, 4 September 2014.
46 Robert Goodwill (The Minister of State for Immigration), Cedars pre-departure accommodation: Written statement - HCWS114, 21 July 2016.
Gatwick Airport.\textsuperscript{48} In its final inspection report of Cedars, published after the government announcement, the HM Inspector of Prisons observed that ‘the facility was little used. Since the time of our last inspection 46 family detentions had taken place there, of which a mere 16 led to removals from the UK.’\textsuperscript{49}

The Family Returns Process does not correspond to international good practice in alternatives. It starts after families’ asylum applications have been refused, and focuses only on returns, rather than exploring all potential options. It has little involvement of civil society organisations, apart from support services provided by Barnardo’s in Cedars. However, it demonstrates that engaging in a structured way with migrants in the returns process can reduce the need for detention. While the return of families raises specific issues around child safeguarding, there is much scope to adapt some of the learning to the return of adults.\textsuperscript{50} Indeed, given the complexities of returning families, alternatives to detention for single adults could be more straightforward and less costly. These are the issues which remain unexplored in the UK.

\textsuperscript{48} Robert Goodwill (The Minister of State for Immigration), Cedars pre-departure accommodation: Written statement - HCWS114, 21 July 2016.

\textsuperscript{49} HM Chief Inspector of Prisons, Report of an unannounced inspection of Cedars pre-departure accommodation, 4 – 26 April 2016. The previous inspection took place two years ago.

\textsuperscript{50} This point has been noted by the HM Chief Inspector of Prisons and the Parliamentary Inquiry panel.
Why have alternatives not taken off in the UK and Europe?

The story of alternatives to detention so far in the UK is one of limited progress and false starts. The positive side of the story is that far more asylum-seekers and irregular migrants live in the community with some form of conditions than are detained. Yet, considered as a process of further reducing the unnecessary use of detention, it is clear that alternatives have not yet reached their potential. In this, the UK is typical of Europe as a whole. Alternatives are emphasised in regional legal standards and stressed by institutions and governments, but there is little sign of systematic implementation or development. The gap between rhetoric and action is substantial.

There are a number of reasons for the limitations to alternatives in the UK and across Europe. Some of the shortcomings lie in the nature of implementation to date, which has largely consisted of ‘traditional’ alternatives and small-scale projects for specific groups of migrants. ‘Traditional’ enforcement-based alternatives such as reporting are not associated with reductions in the use of detention, more often operating alongside continuing or expanding detention. Most small-scale projects, like the UK alternatives for families, have their origins in pilots addressing specific political crises. Pilots allow governments to experiment with new approaches on a small scale, mitigating some of the political risks. They demonstrate that alternatives can work, and generate important good practice. However, across Europe, they have remained limited in scale and reach; none has led to wider implementation for the full range of migrants who could benefit. The resultant lack of established good practice acts as a disincentive for other states to explore alternatives.

It is striking that, in the UK, alternative pilots designed to reduce the use of detention have focused exclusively on families with children. No such attention has been paid to the complex needs of vulnerable individuals whose physical or mental health may make them unsuitable for detention. No specialist alternatives exist that can cater for the needs of such people, with the result that, as Stephen Shaw has observed, highly vulnerable people continue to be detained. Indeed, globally, there has been little discussion or evaluation of the extent to which the learning from the family projects could be adapted to reduce the detention of adults.

Further, across Europe, the limitations of the alternatives implemented are qualitative as well as quantitative. None involve all of the elements of good practice that have been formulated by the IDC. Many operate only at the end of the asylum or immigration process, for migrants who have already been refused, and focus on returns. As a result, they find it...
more difficult to develop trust, compared to projects that work with migrants throughout the process and explore all potential outcomes and options.

This reflects a wider tendency for immigration policymakers to focus on enforcement. Few of the European examples of good practice involve full case management, despite evidence that it is the crucial element of the most effective alternatives. Many have focused on reduced levels of coercion, rather than working with and supporting migrants to address barriers to proactively resolving their cases. For example, the Millbank and Glasgow pilots involved little collaboration with civil society in their developmental stage, and focused on conveying a message to families that they needed to return, while uprooting families from local communities that they were living in. These unsuccessful enforcement-based projects have contributed to civil society’s lack of interest in alternatives to detention.

The limited scale and quality of implementation has been matched by limitations in the evaluation of existing alternatives. Commonly used alternatives such as reporting and residence restrictions, which are frequently part of the normal running of immigration systems, have been almost entirely without systematic and qualitative evaluation, despite States’ reliance and spending on them. These techniques have been repeatedly described in the regional literature on alternatives, but the available information is generally superficial and decontextualized, making it difficult to establish their effectiveness or their influence on migrants’ experience of immigration procedures. Qualitative data on compliance with reporting, bail with surety and designated residence could provide an evidence base for analysis of the use of detention and alternatives. Statistical data on compliance alone would in any case fail to take account of how and why these measures encouraged or discouraged individuals to engage with procedures.

There has been much greater evaluation of small-scale projects. These evaluations generally indicate a close relationship between the extent of prioritisation of engagement with migrants, and effectiveness in terms of compliance and case resolution. However, there has been a lack of systematic evaluation in terms of a clear framework of the objectives sought,
and a lack of guidance for States. Thus, for example, the process for limiting the detention of pregnant women, introduced by the UK in 2016, makes no reference to the learning from the Family Returns Process, which seeks a similar objective for families with children.

This lack of definitions, data and frameworks for evaluation has generated considerable confusion about what alternatives are or ought to be. This confusion has also led to reluctance amongst civil society organisations to get involved. Given the emphasis placed on alternatives in regional legal standards, case law and institutional pronouncements, there has been surprisingly little discussion or activity amongst civil society organisations.

This has had the result that alternatives discussion has largely been shaped by States and regional bodies, with little input from communities or migrants themselves. The consequent emphasis on returns as the primary objective has further discouraged civil society from engaging with the debate. Yet the international evidence suggests that the most effective alternatives are precisely those that place migrants at the centre of the process, feature heavy involvement of civil society in design and delivery, and prioritise the rights and welfare of migrants alongside migration governance objectives. Without civil society involvement, the risk is that the alternatives debate peters out, leaving a legacy of unsuccessful government-led pilots and entrenching the enforcement culture.

Meanwhile, migrants remain in detention on a large scale throughout the region. The legal standards remain in place, requiring that the least coercive options be used. The opportunities are there to reframe the debate and develop ways that these migrants can live in the community instead while their cases are resolved.
Part II

Opportunities in the UK
Jalloh –
‘This is the grave of my friend who committed suicide. He was asylum seeker but the stress of it was just too much. He was a lonely man. When I go there I am always thinking – this could be me.’
Three areas where alternatives are needed

We now consider what steps the UK can take to develop and implement a wider range of alternatives. For alternatives to be effective in reducing the use of detention, they must address the contexts and reasons for which detention is used.

The first part of this section looks at how detention can be minimised in the returns process and explores the possibilities of the development of alternatives, based on the IDC’s Community Assessment and Placement model and international precedents. The same principles are then applied in examining two focus areas that are specifically relevant to the UK: the Detained Fast Track and the detention of post-sentence ex-offenders.

The three sections in this chapter therefore deal with:

1. Case resolution for migrants in the returns process. Refused asylum-seekers and migrants with irregular status are frequently detained for removal from the UK, often following enforcement activity, and released if it becomes clear that there are barriers to removal. However, where immediate removal is not possible, community-based alternatives to detention based on case management could assist migrants to work towards resolving their cases without an unnecessary period of detention that can increase distrust and alienation and damage their wellbeing. Even where removal is imminent, placement in an alternative should be considered as a first option. Preparation for departure should be supported with case management in the community so that individuals can depart direct from community, with dignity, without going through detention.

2. Quick processing of asylum claims. The UK has in the past relied on detention to process asylum claims considered suitable for a quick decision. However, various aspects of the Detained Fast Track have been ruled unlawful by the courts, and the process is currently suspended, although some detention of asylum-seekers continues. By contrast, other States successfully process claims quickly and efficiently in the community while managing any risk of absconding, demonstrating that the use of detention in such procedures is unnecessary.

3. Managing public protection issues of ex-offenders. Ex-offenders who have finished prison sentences are routinely detained for long periods even where there are intractable barriers to deportation. They occupy a significant proportion of the detention estate, at

Community-based alternatives to detention based on case management could assist migrants to work towards resolving their cases without an unnecessary period of detention.
substantial expense, yet 57% of migrants detained for over a year (the great majority of whom are ex-offenders) are released.\textsuperscript{51} Community-based alternatives to detention based on good practice in criminal justice rehabilitation have proven successful in managing risks of absconding, reoffending and disengagement from the immigration procedures. The model developed by Detention Action in the UK enables ex-offenders to be supported in the community with structured intensive support while barriers to return are addressed, avoiding the reoffending risks of sudden and unplanned release from long-term detention.

\textsuperscript{51} National Statistics, Immigration statistics, April to June 2016, 25 August 2016.
6 Alternatives to detention in returns procedures

Context

In the UK, refused asylum-seekers and migrants with irregular immigration status are frequently detained for removal and released when it becomes clear that there are barriers to removal. In year ending June 2016, only 44% of migrants leaving detention were removed or voluntarily departed from the UK; nearly half of them, 45%, were released back into the community. Yet in most cases, detained migrants have come to the end of asylum or immigration processes and are in the returns process. They are detained for removal, but it subsequently becomes clear that removal is not sufficiently imminent and the person is released. This happens because barriers to removal, including lack of travel documents, further representations and judicial reviews, only become apparent after detention.

This situation is problematic for all sides. From the authorities’ point of view, space in Immigration Removal Centres is used for migrants who are not removed. Given the expense of detention, the high political priority assigned to increasing returns, the highly complex operation of managing vulnerable individuals in custody and the cost of unlawful detention claims, such inefficient use of detention is unsustainable. On the other hand, detention is often harmful for individuals and their families. The unnecessary detention of migrants who are released sends a flow of people with often traumatic experiences of detention back into their communities. These experiences increase migrants’ alienation and distrust in the Home Office, making case resolution even more difficult.

Release from detention on bail with conditions is already an available option for those in detention and its greater use must be encouraged. However, this in itself does not reduce the number of individuals going into detention in the first place.

Benefits of alternatives to detention

The IDC research shows that developing alternatives to detention is a practical solution to the overuse of detention. The UK already has traditional types of alternatives, such as reporting and release on bail with conditions, so the challenge for the UK is to develop a wider range of alternatives. This can enable more migrants to be supported in the community to resolve their cases outside detention, and the overall use of detention can be reduced.

Alternatives involving high-quality case management can ensure that decision-makers

It subsequently becomes clear that removal is not sufficiently imminent and the person is released.

have accurate, up-to-date information about individuals’ circumstances, including barriers
to removal or vulnerabilities that would make detention unsuitable. Individuals can also be
assisted to access a range of advice, services and support in the community to fully engage
with immigration procedures and take control of their lives as much as possible. This strength-
based approach helps individuals to, for example, submit any further applications in a timely
manner, without waiting for detention and removal directions. They can
increase trust in immigration processes which can better equip migrants
to come to terms with negative decisions and make plans for the future,
after they are satisfied that all options to remain in the UK have been
fairly explored.

By contrast, the evidence suggests that detention reduces
migrants’ trust in the system53 as well as their wellbeing54 and mental
health55. It separates individuals from their families, communities,
health care providers, support groups and lawyers, and disrupts
case resolution process. Overuse of detention can therefore impede
speedy and durable case resolution, to the extent that it depends
on the participation and cooperation of the individual migrant.

Research by UNHCR has found that ‘detention impedes access to the
sorts of advice and support that create trust in, and understanding
of the [asylum] process, and accordingly alternatives “work” better in this sense both
for individuals and the system as a whole.’56 Depending on their design, alternatives to
detention can either reinforce or negate asylum-seekers’ predisposition to cooperate
with the process. The UNHCR found that effective alternatives ‘entail suitable reception
conditions; fair... legal processes [including access to legal advice]; and holistic support
to navigate legal processes and life in the host country.’57

Alternatives bring an inevitable risk of some absconding, but the IDC research suggests
that high-quality case management can reduce this risk, while increasing participation in
immigration procedures, easing the process of integration for individual given the right to
remain, and increasing take-up of voluntary return for those receiving negative decisions on
their immigration cases. Even where removal is imminent, placement in an alternative should
be considered as a first option; preparation for departure should be supported with case
management in the community so that individuals can depart direct from the community,
with dignity, without going through detention.

According to the IDC, the benefits of alternatives to detention are that they:58

- Improve compliance with immigration and case resolution process
- Cost less than detention

---


56 Costello and Kaytaz, p7.

57 Ibid, p5.

58 IDC, p9.
Reduce wrongful detention and litigation
Reduce overcrowding and long-term detention
Increase voluntary return or independent departure rates
Respect, protect and fulfil human rights
Can help stabilise vulnerable individuals in transit
Improve integration outcomes for approved cases
Improve individual health and wellbeing
Improve local infrastructure and other migrant support system

Key elements of successful alternatives to detention

IDC’s research shows that there are a variety of alternatives to detention and their outcomes show different degrees of success. Those alternatives which contain the following elements are found to deliver more positive outcomes in terms of cost, compliance and wellbeing:59

- Using screening and assessment to tailor management and placement decisions
- Providing holistic case management focused on case resolution
- Focussing on early engagement
- Ensuring individuals are well-informed and trust they have been through a fair and timely process
- Ensuring fundamental rights are respected and basic needs are met
- Exploring all options to remain in the country legally and all avenues for voluntary or independent departure
- Ensuring any conditions imposed are not overly onerous.

The UK’s use of ‘traditional’ alternatives, such as reporting, release on bail with conditions and the use of electronic monitoring does not score well against this list.60 The high proportion of detained individuals released from detention, and the fact that vulnerable individuals are regularly found in detention, indicate that screening and assessment are not leading to appropriate placement decisions. Many detained migrants are not aware of why they are detained and feel that they have been dealt with unfairly. For many non-detained migrants with irregular immigration status, meeting basic needs is challenging, since many of them are destitute. Some of the conditions imposed on individuals are onerous, creating fear and disengaging individuals from immigration procedures.

---

59 IDC, p13.
60 There is no systemic qualitative evaluation of these ‘traditional’ alternatives, particularly that assesses the level of engagement of those who are placed on such alternatives. However see JRS Europe’s From Deprivation to Liberty (2011).
Case management

Research by IDC has concluded that the most effective alternatives to detention are based on case management to keep individuals engaged in immigration procedures. As noted earlier, case management is a social work approach which is ‘designed to ensure support for, and a coordinated response to, the health and wellbeing of people with complex needs’.61 Many countries use this approach in their alternatives to detention programmes, including Australia and Sweden. It involves a case manager, who is not a decision-maker, working with the migrant to provide a link between the individual, the authorities and the community. The case manager ensures that the individual has access to information about the immigration process and can engage fully, and that the government has up-to-date and relevant information about the person.

The case manager also facilitates access to support and services in the community, enabling the migrant to meet their basic needs and addressing any particular vulnerabilities. Migrants are screened and assessed as early as possible in the process, and the level of case management support is adjusted according to the level of vulnerability and needs through regular assessment.

The case manager uses information gathered in the assessment process to work with the migrant on case planning, setting goals and developing agreed action plans. The case manager supports the migrant to explore all immigration outcomes, including the possibility of return. As a result, migrants are better informed about their options and are in a better position to integrate into the community if they are granted status, or to return to their country of origin if refused.62

IDC has found that case management can promote informed decision making, timely and fair case resolution and improved coping and wellbeing of individuals.63 Acknowledging that not all case management is the same, IDC identified the foundations of good case management as:

- Early intervention, face-to-face, one-on-one contact
- Regular assessment and review
- Confidentiality and information management
- Consulting key stakeholders
- Trust, building rapport, consistent relationships and information provision
- Explore all available options to empower individuals to make decisions
- Clear roles and expectations
- Resources and options for individuals as needed.

61 IDC, p47.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid. p49.
Examples of systemic use of alternatives in the returns context

**Australia**

One country that has developed case management-based alternatives on a large scale is Australia. Australian law foresees a much wider use of detention than would be lawful in Europe, as the detention of irregular migrants is mandatory until they obtain a visa or are removed. Indeed, Australia continues to operate one of the world’s most draconian detention regimes for migrants arriving by boat, using off-shore facilities. However, Australia implemented alternatives widely for in-country asylum applicants and visa overstayers from 2006, dramatically reducing the use of detention in the process. Most such migrants with barriers to removal are released on short-term Bridging Visas, which allow migrants to live in the community pending the resolution of their cases.64

Many migrants are released onto a range of alternative to detention projects. The Status Resolution Support Services (SRSS) assist vulnerable people with complex needs to live in the community, engage with the immigration system, and seek to resolve their cases. Migrants are supported throughout the asylum and immigration processes. Case managers, employed by NGOs, help migrants to access welfare assistance, housing, healthcare, legal advice, English classes and information on voluntary return.65

The service is based on a pilot with a group of migrants with high welfare needs and long residence in Australia. The pilot had a compliance rate of 93%, with 60% of those not granted a visa returning voluntarily. Only 7% absconded. The programme cost around AUD38 per day, compared to around AUD125 per day for detention.66

**Sweden**

The closest comparison in Europe to such a systemic use of alternatives is to be found in Sweden, where asylum-seekers also receive case management throughout the process, this time from caseworkers employed by the Swedish Migration Board. However, in Sweden this support is simply part of the normal asylum system,67 and is not a formal alternative to detention as such, although reporting conditions can be applied in addition where considered necessary. Nevertheless, case management was developed as part of a shift away from detention around 2000, and Sweden makes exceptionally little use of detention, given the numbers of asylum-seekers received: only 2,900 people were detained in 2013, although

---


66 IDC, p52.

67 We have not confirmed, however, whether the same system continues to apply since 2015 when Sweden has received a significantly increased number of asylum applications.
21,000 people were refused asylum during the year.68 In 2012, 68% of people ordered to leave the country departed voluntarily.69

The Australian and Swedish examples demonstrate that the systemic implementation of alternatives based on engagement is possible, and can bring dramatic reductions in the use of detention. Despite the rhetoric around alternatives, political will has not yet developed elsewhere in Europe to go down the same path.

Belgium

The importance of sufficiently investing in case management is demonstrated by the Belgian ‘return houses’. The Belgian government developed the ‘return houses’ for migrant families with children in 2008, following judgments in the European Court of Human Rights. Families are legally detained, yet in practice have freedom of movement, although they are required to agree to spend the night at the houses. Each family receives support from a ‘coach’, employed by the immigration authorities. They provide practical support and advice to the families, mainly relating to information around return. The return houses comprise 23 housing units spread over four sites, with a capacity of 169 places. In 2014, the return houses accommodated 217 families (a total of 754 people, including 429 children) at a cost of €90 a day per person.70

Each year from 2008 until 2013, the absconding rate stayed within the range of 20% to 28%, and the project was deemed a success and expanded. However, the absconding rate has recently increased to 43% in 2014 and 53% in the early part of 2015, with the majority of the families leaving within 48 hours of arrival. Although no detailed evaluation has been undertaken, it appears that the increasing absconding rate is due to the increased numbers of families in the returns houses and consequent understaffing. Eight coaches have been criticised as inadequate for 27 housing units, and it appears that trust-building case management activities have been abandoned due to lack of time, such as putting families at their ease, dealing with practical problems and questions, and informing them about their situations and options. The project has throughout focused exclusively on returns, like the failed UK family pilots, instead of building trust by exploring all options throughout the process.71

The United States

The US government worked with two faith networks in 2014 to pilot alternatives to detention in various communities. These pilots have led in 2015 to the roll-out of government-funded alternatives to detention at a national level. The Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service (LIRS) pilot72 was a supervised release and assistance programme based on individualised assessments of community ties, risks and previous compliance. LIRS coordinated a network of 20 local NGOs in seven communities around the US. The immigration authorities would
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identify detainees as suitable for release, and LIRS coordinated referrals to local partner organisations. The local NGOs provided community support to enable compliance with conditions of release, in particular appearance at removal hearings. Case management enabled migrants to access services including legal, medical, mental health, housing and education. Upon completing the second pilot, LIRS concluded that ‘case management is an effective tool to both assure compliance and treat people with dignity’. 73

**Learning for the UK in developing a wider range of alternatives**

A wider range of alternatives, involving competent screening and assessment, can allow decision-makers to refer more individuals to appropriate alternatives to detention that meet their needs. Civil society organisations with experience of case management could develop small scale pilot projects to test the feasibility of different models, with a view to wider roll-out. Given the impact of detention on the significant numbers of vulnerable people who continue to be detained, there is a pressing need to develop specialist alternatives that can support them in the community.

**Screening and assessment**

Screening and assessment of individuals’ needs and circumstances must inform placement decisions so that the person can be referred to an appropriate alternative. All individuals in the return context who are facing detention should be considered for alternatives.

**Placement options**

It is crucial that a wider range of community-based alternatives to detention become available so that they can be meaningfully considered as options by the decision-makers both before and after decisions on detention. The development of this wider range of placement options should be based on evidence of what support is effective and required for different groups. For example, while the detention of vulnerable people and adults at risk has been a long-running concern in the UK, there has been little focus on developing specialist alternatives to detention for them. Such vulnerabilities are likely to make it harder for these individuals to fully participate in immigration procedures and work towards case resolution.

There are many projects in the UK that provide specialist support for certain groups for whom detention is likely to be detrimental to their wellbeing, including survivors of torture, sexual violence and trafficking, people with mental health issues, and LGBTI and women asylum-seekers. Complex needs are better addressed in the community, where people can access a range of necessary medical and psychosocial services for their vulnerabilities, access legal advice and take advantage of informal help from friends and families and other available community support. However, projects that provide such support have not to date been set up as alternatives that can enable the release or non-detention of suitable individuals.

---

Case management

Effective case management depends on building trust and requires profound understanding of migrants’ needs and circumstances. This will be challenging for the authorities in a UK context, given the polarised nature of the immigration debate and the opposition of many communities to aspects of immigration control. As a result, the Home Office would not be in a strong position effectively to implement case management-based alternatives alone. It is vital, therefore, that a diverse range of actors, particularly civil society organisations and migrants themselves are consulted and involved in developing alternatives because of their expertise in supporting migrants and understanding of what is needed for smooth case resolution.

Despite severe funding cuts experienced by the main national refugee charities and many groups being overstretched to cope with rising demand for services, the UK still has a dynamic civil society that has tenaciously continued to support migrants at all stages of the immigration process. Many NGOs already use case management models in working with people in the returns context in one way or another. These practices do not carry a label of ‘alternatives to detention’ or ‘case management’ but can potentially facilitate proactive case resolution in the community. They include community projects which provide short-term accommodation, mentoring and access to legal advice to enable destitute migrants to either re-open their immigration cases or explore voluntary return. They also include specialist psychosocial or medical support addressing specific vulnerabilities, including protection needs arising from trafficking, torture and sexual violence. Other NGOs also have specialist expertise in addressing the needs arising out of gender and sexual orientation in a sensitive manner.

Such organisations have the trust of migrants, and with adequate investment of resources, can support them to engage constructively with immigration processes and work towards case resolution. While many organisations regard the Home Office with distrust, the shift away from detention already initiated, and the Government’s commitment to explore alternatives, potentially provide an unprecedented opportunity to develop a different way of working with NGOs and civil society. We will consider in more depth the potential role of civil society in developing alternatives more in Part III.

Recommendations

1. There should be more in-depth investigations into and discussions about alternatives to detention, by the government, by the judiciary, by legal practitioners, by civil society organisations, by migrant support groups and by migrants themselves.

2. Alternatives to detention should be developed with the capacity and range to meet the needs of all migrants for whom less coercive measures than detention are appropriate. Initially, this could involve one or more small-scale pilots for specific groups who would otherwise be detained. There should be a clear and transparent process for decisions to place a person in alternatives. Qualitative and quantitative evaluation should support the incremental expansion of case management-based alternatives towards becoming the norm in the returns process.
3. **Alternatives should be based on evaluation of and learning from existing models and past experience, as well as international good practice.** The learning from the strengths and weaknesses of previous pilots and projects should be used to inform the design and delivery of future alternatives to detention. In particular, thorough and independent evaluation of the Family Returns Process should identify principles and practices that could inform the development of alternatives for other groups. International examples should also be studied to identify areas of learning.

4. **These new alternatives should include elements of case management, meet basic needs of individuals and involve a clear referral mechanism that links screening and assessment with placement decisions.** Good practice in case management in other contexts, e.g. adult social care, should be studied.

5. **Alternatives to detention should be developed and implemented in discussion with civil society organisations and migrant communities, utilising their experience in supporting migrants.** Such organisations have the trust of migrants and understanding of their situations that are essential to successful implementation of case management. Migrants’ perspectives need to be taken into account to understand what acts as barriers to engagement with immigration procedures. If pilot programmes are to be initiated, they should be fully evaluated, both quantitatively and qualitatively, to enable learning and adjustments.

6. **A study should be conducted to identify the current support and services available in the community that assist migrants’ engagement with immigration procedures and can be developed into alternatives pilots or programmes.**

7. **Investment in alternatives should accompany a reduction in the scale of the detention estate.** While alternatives do bring costs, they are considerably cheaper than detention. Reducing the use of detention will also encourage NGOs and communities to support the development of alternatives. The savings made by detention reduction should be reinvested in the community to support alternatives.

8. **Where detention is considered, screening should examine in depth the vulnerabilities, needs and strengths of individuals in working towards case resolution, and the scope for alternatives to address any risks and concerns.** Such screening should ensure that vulnerable people are not detained, and that people whose mental and physical health is disproportionately affected by detention are released onto appropriate alternatives.

9. **Where migrants are detained, regular assessment and monitoring should review the impact on the individual of detention, likelihood and timescale of removal, and prospects of compliance with alternatives.** Even when removal is imminent, alternatives should be considered first and adequate case management provided to make independent departures possible without detention.
Alternatives to detention in the asylum process

Context – why alternatives to detention for asylum-seekers?

The detention of asylum-seekers is exceptional in the UK and throughout Europe – supporting asylum-seekers in the community is the norm. But the UK Government’s continuing desire to reintroduce a Detained Fast Track asylum process (DFT), after its suspension following court rulings, means that there is a need to show how the objectives of fast processing of asylum claims can be better met in the community.74

European States rarely detain asylum-seekers throughout the asylum determination process. Asylum-seekers are sometimes detained for a short initial period for example for the purpose of verification of identity. A few European States interpret the Schengen Rules as requiring them to detain asylum-seekers who are refused entry at the border. The EU’s ‘hot-spots’ in Greece have operated as detention for asylum-seekers arriving on the islands from Turkey. Yet the Reception Conditions Directive (not applied in the UK) limits the power to detain, requiring that detention of asylum-seekers be necessary, proportionate and restricted to ‘very clearly defined exceptional circumstances’.75 Research suggests that the detention of asylum-seekers in the countries of their destination should rarely be considered necessary or proportionate, as asylum-seekers are predisposed to cooperate with asylum procedures which they are perceive as fair, since they are the only route to their objective of refugee status and legal residency.76

Until 2015, the UK was unique in Europe in operating a large-scale detained asylum process for in-country asylum applicants, based on suitability for a quick decision or (latterly) absconding risk and the likelihood of imminent return. 4,286 asylum-seekers per year were detained on the DFT in 2013 and 3,865 in 2014.77 In July 2015, the process was suspended by the Government after a series of findings of unlawful unfairness in litigation brought by Detention Action.78 The High Court in July 2015 found that the process was ‘systemically unfair and unlawful’.79 At the time of writing, the DFT has

74 Between 2003 and 2015, asylum-seekers on the DFT were detained throughout the asylum. They faced extremely tight deadlines to gather evidence and submit appeals.
75 Recast Reception Conditions Directive, Article 8(2) combined with Recital 15.
76 See for example Costello and Kaytaz.
78 The Minister of State for Immigration (James Brokenshire), House of Commons: Written Statement (HCWS83), 2 July 2015.
been suspended for over a year, but the Government continues to maintain that it will be reintroduced in some form.

In the meantime, asylum-seekers continue to be detained in the UK, in much smaller numbers, where they are considered to meet the normal criteria for detention. In the vast majority of cases, it appears that they have been picked up in enforcement action and made asylum claims in detention. 1,413 asylum-seekers were detained between July 2015 and January 2016, 6% of total asylum claims in the period. 40% of a sample of these cases had their claims certified as manifestly unfounded, and were refused a right of in-country appeal. Few went through the full asylum process in detention: only around 1% had appeals heard in detention.80

There appear to be two main reasons for the UK’s detention of asylum-seekers. The first reason, addressed by current practice, is the reluctance to release late asylum applicants who are considered to have claimed asylum to delay removal, and therefore to be at risk of absconding.81

The second reason, addressed by the former DFT, is the desire to process quickly a significant proportion of asylum claims, in the context of politically sensitive backlogs. Given the longstanding difficulties in meeting targets for resolving asylum claims within six months, the DFT was popular with successive governments as a means to achieve fast removals.

The Detention Action judgements have shown the costs of this mechanism for quick removals in terms of the fairness and integrity of the process (although the true costs for individual asylum-seekers will never be known).82 The resulting case law means that any future detained accelerated asylum process is unlikely to be the quick route to removals that the DFT was for so many years. But in any case, it is by no means clear that detention was responsible for whatever efficiency the DFT generated. Detention will always be more expensive than alternatives; detaining an asylum-seeker who is not at risk of absconding cannot in itself be an efficient use of resources. If the DFT was efficient from the Home Office point of view, this was most likely due to the concentration of resources, including decision-makers, interview rooms, interpreters and lawyers, in a single location. There is no reason why that location should be a detention centre. Indeed, as other states have found, asylum processes can operate quickly, efficiently and fairly in the community.

The international evidence: Switzerland

The political imperative to speed up asylum processing is not unusual. In many European states, increasing numbers of asylum claims have put asylum systems under pressure, and generated pressure to resolve a proportion of claims quickly. Unlike the UK, other states have developed a range of ways of processing claims quickly in the community. These are not seen as alternatives to detention, since they replace the mainstream asylum processes rather than detention. But in the UK context, they indicate scope for alternatives to the DFT, if Government were to consider bringing it back. They suggest that, just as in returns procedures, elements of alternatives, such as case management, early legal advice and building trust in the process, can be helpful in resolving asylum cases.
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80 R (Hossain and Ors) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2016] EWHC 1331 (Admin).
81 However, since around half of late applicants are released immediately, the Home Office appears to accept that there is no automatic link between a late application and risk of absconding.
82 See however Detention Action, Fast Track to Despair, 2011.
Switzerland, for example, has piloted a non-detained accelerated asylum process, based on a model from the Netherlands, which aims to resolve asylum claims within 100 days. It has similar objectives to the DFT, and was introduced in January 2014 in a similar political context of criticism of delays that harmed applicants and reduced integration, voluntary return rates and efficiency.\(^{83}\)

The principle of the accelerated procedure is that all relevant personnel and services should be under the same roof: the asylum-seekers themselves, immigration officials, legal representatives, interpreters and general advice-providers, including on voluntary return.\(^{84}\) In practice, it was not initially possible to host the asylum accommodation and procedure in the same building. Asylum-seekers are accommodated in the 300-bed Juch reception centre in Zürich, run by Asylorganisation Zürich, while their interviews with immigration officials and other advisers are held at offices a short distance away. It was found that asylum-seekers, new to Switzerland, were getting lost and arriving late at their interviews, but the problem was resolved by the provision of a shuttle-bus linking the two locations. In the longer term, there are plans to build a new reception centre opposite the test centre.

Asylum claims are allocated to the pilot at random. The initial preparation phase of the process lasts up to three weeks. Advisers, employed by a state-funded NGO, Verband Schweizerischer Jüdischer Fürsorgen, are based in the reception centre and provide initial legal orientation but not legal representation. They work with asylum-seekers at this stage to provide general advice about the process, clarify their personal situation without exploring the asylum claim, and explain the role of the legal representative. Meanwhile, immigration officials gather information about the applicants, including verifying their identity, examining documents, arranging for medical examination and taking fingerprints. The asylum-seekers also have their first meeting with their legal representative and their first interview with immigration officials during the preparation phase. Unlike in the regular asylum process, applicants are entitled to automatic free legal representation for the initial stage of the accelerated process, provided by an NGO, Berner Rechtsberatungsstelle für Menschen in Not.

The pilot falls short of providing end-to-end case management, although it includes elements of it. The legal advisors provide early intervention, working with asylum-seekers

---


\(^{84}\) Ibid.
from the start of the process to support them to understand and engage with it. They are based in the reception centres, so develop familiarity with the asylum-seekers. However, their structural role is limited to the preparation phase; they have no formal input once the asylum process begins, or post-decision in helping prepare for integration or return.

According to the independent evaluation, this preparation stage has an impact that is ‘fundamentally positive on the understanding and acceptance of the pilot process. The advice function appears particularly valuable in that it allows the same information to be given to asylum-seekers by different actors, including those independent of Immigration. This affects... the possibility of voluntary return.’

After the preparation phase, asylum-seekers are routed into either the accelerated, extended or Dublin procedures. If it is judged that more time is required to investigate a claim or seek evidence, the applicant goes into the extended asylum procedure.

Where asylum and any appeals have been refused, asylum-seekers are notified that they are likely to be detained and removed. In most cases, an attempt is made to arrange return without detention by holding a formal meeting where an official explains that they must leave and what the options are, including detention. Previously returnees to another EU State under the Dublin Convention were automatically detained, but more recently a process has been developed for conducting Dublin returns without detention where the person is cooperating.

The accelerated process has led to a rate of absconding of 23.5%. The evaluation assessed that better information about the process was leading some applicants with poor chances of asylum to make a realistic assessment of their prospects and decide to abscond. However, it should be noted that Switzerland is a transit country for many asylum-seekers, which inevitably increases the likelihood of absconding, since some will choose to continue their journey to another EU State in order to seek asylum there. Absconding rates in Switzerland, where migrants can easily cross the border to Germany or France, are likely to be much higher than in the UK, so it is significant that over three-quarters of asylum-seekers chose not to abscond, in a process that makes no use of detention.

Case management could contribute to reducing the rate of absconding, as research shows that it increases trust in and cooperation with asylum processes.

The external evaluation of the protection of rights found that asylum-seekers were better informed about the process, including from independent sources, had a clearer sense of their chances of asylum, and had a more positive perception of the asylum system. ‘With few exceptions the asylum-seekers welcomed the accelerated procedure. All asylum-seekers with good, and many with poor, chances of asylum expressed in the focus-group interviews their

Absconding rates in Switzerland, where migrants can easily cross the border to Germany or France, are likely to be much higher than in the UK, so it is significant that over three-quarters of asylum-seekers chose not to abscond, in a process that makes no use of detention.
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appreciation of the fact that in the pilot procedure they would not remain long in uncertainty.’

According to the Secretary of State for Migration, the evaluation of the pilot shows that ‘the asylum procedures tested in the pilot centre are undertaken and resolved faster than in the mainstream process, as was the objective. This acceleration of procedures has not had a negative influence on the quality of decisions: the improvement in legal protection has contributed to ensuring that the procedures are carried out correctly. This leads also to improved acceptance of decisions by asylum-seekers, as shown by the low level of appeals of only 15%.”

Learning for the UK

Alternatives based on international models such as the Swiss pilot could address both reasons for the detention of asylum-seekers in the UK: reducing absconding and facilitating quick processing. Asylum-seekers in detention who are granted appeal rights could be immediately released onto alternatives, instead of facing delays before the vast majority are released anyway. Evidence from Australia has shown that case management can reduce absconding rates after release, including of vulnerable people who are unsuitable for detention. The Swiss model demonstrates that quick processing of asylum claims in the community is possible, without the harm to migrants and expense of detention.

Using placement options to process claims quickly

The political objective of resolving some asylum claims quickly could be achieved in the community through the use of strengthened placement options, without the need to bring back the DFT. Many asylum-seekers are accommodated in the community by the Home Office throughout the asylum process. Based on screening, the Home Office could identify a cohort of asylum-seekers whose claims are more likely to be possible to resolve quickly, for example because there are no credibility issues so no need to obtain evidence to support their cases. They could include people who are likely to be quickly granted asylum. These asylum-seekers could be housed in one or more areas close to existing locations of case owners. Arrangements could be made for interview facilities, legal advisers and interpreters to be available at short notice, so that an initial decision can be reached quickly. Where it is justified based on individual assessment, asylum-seekers who would otherwise be detained could be subject to conditions to support their engagement with the asylum process.

This arrangement would remove the need not only for detention, but also for Fast Track Rules governing the appeals process, which were judged ultra vires on the grounds of unfairness in the Detention Action litigation. The Home Office could seek expedition of appeals where appropriate, and Tribunal judges could assess in the normal way the time needed by appellants, allowing longer periods where necessary to obtain evidence or where a case is complex. The fact that the person is not detained removes the artificial need for extreme speed in the appeals process, which contributed to making the Fast Track Rules unlawful, as there is no question of unlawful detention.

87 SKMR, op. cit., p16.
89 Only 7% of migrants on the Australian pilot program absconded. IDC, p52.
Screening

The fact that asylum-seekers are not detained also reduces the pressure on screening. The High Court repeatedly found that the Home Office was failing to screen out vulnerable people who were unsuitable for the DFT. The objective of processing quickly a designated group will only be met if screening is able to identify unsuitable cases; but there should be no disadvantages to individuals with complex cases if they are wrongly included in this cohort, since they live in the community, not in detention, and face the same asylum procedure as everyone else. Judicial oversight over the appeal timescales should ensure that appeals are only processed quickly when the case is not complex and requiring further time.

The Home Office has the power in law to detain as a last resort, based on individual assessment, but this does not require that asylum-seekers be detained throughout the process. In the current approach, the decision on detention is made at initial screening, the point at which least information is available about the individual, and asylum-seekers in principle spend the whole asylum process either in detention or in the community. Screening and assessment needs to take account of a range of factors, including the wide range of vulnerability factors, complexity of the case and risk of absconding, which may not be fully assessable at the point of the initial asylum claim.

Case management and early legal advice

Case management could be used to provide and coordinate additional support, both to those considered to be at risk of absconding, and to vulnerable people with special needs who need specialist assistance to engage with the asylum process. Indeed, these may often be the same people; 19 out of 42 vulnerable people released from the detained asylum process absconded in October 2015. Case management could involve regular review and ongoing assessment of needs, vulnerability and risks, in order to support the person to engage with the process. Civil society has proved particularly effective in different national contexts at building trust with vulnerable people and supporting them to engage and participate in asylum processes. The learning from the Key Workers Pilot, operated by Refugee Action between October 2010 and March 2012, could be used to design case management support.

The project provided additional support to around 100 families throughout the asylum process, through a trust relationship with a single key worker, helping them to be aware of likely outcomes and options. Moreover, many asylum organisations around the country provide versions of case management to asylum-seekers going through the process.

Early access to legal advice can also support engagement and participation in the asylum process. The UK explored front-loading of legal advice in the Solihull Pilot and the Early Legal Advice Project. These experiments were inconclusive due to issues with implementation, and were conducted in isolation from other aspects of alternatives such as case management. As part of a structured support programme for asylum-seekers with additional needs, early legal
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91 Garden Court Chambers, ‘Home Office defeated again at the High Court over Fast Track asylum process’, 3 July 2015.
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93 Ceri Hutton, Evaluation of Key Worker Pilot, April 2012.
advice could be highly beneficial both in terms of supporting people to engage fully with the process, and in increasing trust and reducing risks of disengagement and absconding, as well as in getting decisions right first time and reducing costs of appeals.

Recommendations

10. Asylum-seekers should go through the asylum process in the community, with alternatives supporting participation and compliance where there are particular risks such as of absconding.

11. If quick processing of certain cohorts of asylum claims is a priority, instead of bringing back DFT, this could be achieved by housing asylum-seekers in specific areas close to existing facilities including caseworkers, legal representatives, interpreters and courts, with civil society organisations providing a range of psychosocial support. First-Tier Tribunal judges should retain the authority to determine appropriate time-scales for individual cases, with expedition where appropriate.

12. Independent support and generalist advice, which have been shown to improve trust in the system, should be included in the process.

13. High quality immigration advice should be available throughout the process, as far as possible front-loaded at the start of the process.
Alternatives to detention for ex-offenders with barriers to removal

Context – use of detention and need for alternatives

The detention of ex-offenders who have completed prison sentences with barriers to removal is one of the most complex and difficult areas of detention policy. Their detention can be distinguished from that of other migrants in returns procedures in that Home Office policy allows their detention with a view to public protection when deportation is not imminent, on grounds of public protection.\(^95\) Successive governments have been keen to emphasise their commitment to detaining and deporting foreign nationals who have completed prison sentences in the UK. The issue has remained high on the political agenda since 2006, when Home Secretary Charles Clarke lost his job following media exposure of failures to consider deportation for some ex-offenders. For several years, the Home Office operated an unlawful blanket policy of detention for such ex-offenders;\(^96\) even after the return to case-by-case assessment, detention has been criticised as having become ‘the norm’ rather than a last resort.\(^97\)

Routine use of detention is particularly problematic where migrants cannot be returned. Unreturnability is often due to the lack of travel documents, since countries like Iran and Eritrea routinely refuse to issue documents to their nationals. Others, like Zimbabwe, will only accept voluntary returnees.\(^98\) Court judgments have prevented returns to parts of Somalia, Iraq and Afghanistan on the basis that they are too dangerous. Some ex-offenders cannot return because they have lived lawfully for decades in the UK, often since they were children, and can no longer prove their original nationality.

In such cases, detention can stretch on for years, with little apparent prospect of deportation taking place. Long-term detention without time limit can have a serious impact on mental health: research has found that the longer detention continues, the greater the harm caused.\(^99\)

Long-term detention is also a highly inefficient use of Home Office resources. The longer detention continues, the less chance there is that deportation will ensue: only 43% of people
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\(^95\) The Enforcement Instructions and Guidance Chapter 55.


\(^97\) HM Inspectorate of Prisons and Independent Chief Inspector of Borders and Immigration, The effectiveness and impact of immigration detention casework, December 2012, para 1.15.

\(^98\) Flemish Refugee Action, Detention Action, France Terre d’Asile, Menedek and ECRE, Point of No Return: The futile detention of unreturnable migrants, January 2014.

\(^99\) Kathy Eagar, Janette Green, Kerry Innes, Lauren Jones, Carmel Cheney-Fielding, Peter Samsa, and Peter Eklund, The Health of People in Australian Detention Centres - Health Profile and Ongoing Information Requirements, (Wollongong, NSW: Centre for Health Service Development, University of Wollongong, 2007).
leaving detention after more than a year in 2015 were deported. Independent research by Matrix Evidence has found that £76 million per year is wasted on the long-term detention of migrants who are ultimately released. The Home Office paid out almost £15 million between 2011 and 2014 in compensation following claims for unlawful detention.

The over-reliance on detention of ex-offenders also undermines public protection. Ex-offender migrants are frequently detained throughout their period of licence, and are released with little or no notice. They miss out on important safeguards that are normally available for ex-offenders leaving prison, including probation monitoring and preparation for release. In addition, protracted detention without time limit, with its potentially serious impact on mental health, can undermine the rehabilitative effects of prison when combined with other factors. Instead, ex-offender migrants are frequently released with little or no warning, and with no structured reintegration support in place. Most have no right to work. It appears likely that this manner of release can only increase the risk of reoffending.

Evidence of benefits

Community-based alternatives to detention could enable more ex-offender migrants to be safely supported in the community while their cases are resolved. Few alternatives internationally have addressed these particular needs, but models and evidence exist which suggest that alternatives can successfully address concerns around absconding and reoffending, whilst avoiding long-term detention. These models are based on practices in criminal justice rehabilitation, a field in which managing risks of ex-offenders in the community is routine.

The Toronto Bail Program

In Canada, the Toronto Bail Program is a well-established project which facilitates the release of detained migrants onto the support of an NGO in the community. The Program’s work has developed out of its long-standing work assisting people in the criminal justice system to be released on bail.

The Program works with migrants detained in prison in Toronto who do not have an individual ‘bondsman’ able to guarantee their release on bail, and who consequently face protracted detention. The Program interviews detained migrants to assess their suitability for the project. Migrants accepted by the Program are almost automatically released onto its supervision, which involves regular attendance at the organisation’s offices and participation in activities. The Program provides support with issues including housing, applying for work permits and health coverage, accompaniment to appointments, and reporting to the immigration authorities. Many participants have mental health or addiction issues, and the Program provides specialist support and community connections. The Program has a very high rate of compliance with release: only 3.65% of participants absconded in 2009-10. In 2011 it cost $10-12 CAD per person per day, compared to $179 CAD for detention.
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Detention Action’s Community Support Project in the UK

The Detention Action Community Support Project has been working since April 2014 with male ex-offender migrants aged 18 to 30, who have barriers to removal and have experienced or are at risk of long-term detention. Participants have a range of issues, including severe mental health problems, complex family situations, substantial offending histories, lack of confidence, precarious accommodation and subsistence situation and low self-esteem. Participants had been detained for periods ranging from three months to four years, following completion of prison sentences that ranged from four months to eight years.

Most participants have lived for long periods in the UK, and many have children, partners and close family members in the country, many of whom are British citizens. In many cases, barriers to return relate to the difficulty of establishing their identity, after so many years out of their countries of origin. Most are from countries which are in any case routinely reluctant to issue emergency travel documents to their nationals, including Liberia, Sierra Leone, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Algeria and Sudan.

The project coordinator conducts a risk assessment in order to establish suitability for the project, based on a set of criteria designed to establish levels of risk of reoffending and absconding and willingness to engage actively. Risk is assessed over the course of several meetings or telephone conversations, and is constantly monitored and formally reviewed at key points.

After migrants in detention are accepted onto the project, the project coordinator works with them to support their release. This can include providing a written report for use in bail hearings before the First Tier Tribunal, with a structured post-release case management plan to manage any risks of absconding and reoffending. The project has in 2016 begun working closely with the Home Office to facilitate the release of migrants assessed as suitable by the Home Office.

After the person has been admitted to the project, the project coordinator and the participant draw up a transition plan which sets out goals, actions and steps the participants can take. In most cases, options are severely limited, given that participants have no legal status in the UK, no right to work and no resources apart from accommodation and (in some cases) a supermarket card from the Home Office that allows them to buy permitted items, from specified shops. Some participants identify goals, such as study, that are not currently achievable due to lack of funds. However, the project coordinator works with them to identify small steps that can be achieved. The loss of self-esteem associated with prison and detention, combined with the shock of release and the poverty of their life prospects, make challenging even basic planning. Working collaboratively with the project coordinator to draw up a transition plan is an important assertion of agency which in itself contributes to developing the self-confidence necessary to coping in the community.

The quality of the trust relationships developed is absolutely critical to the success of the project. The project uses a person-centred model, tailoring the approach to the needs and issues of the individual. The project has learnt from the most successful international alternatives to detention projects studied by IDC, which prioritise one-to-one case management with a single trusted independent case worker. Participants invariably felt that they had been badly treated by the system, and had responded accordingly. Their perception that the project
treated them with respect and took their issues seriously had a significant impact in terms of their positive response to it.

The project coordinator contacts the participant at least once a week, but the intensity and frequency of engagement varies depending on circumstances and needs. One-to-one support focuses on the immediate challenges facing participants, based on consequential thinking techniques. For example, if the participant is particularly frustrated or angry, the project coordinator might support them to think through the consequences of acting out such frustrations, and what steps could be taken to reduce the causes of their anger. These discussions support participants to develop strategies for managing these stressful situations.

The project coordinator also seeks to address the issues raised by participants by advocating on their behalf to a range of statutory and non-statutory bodies. This has included extensive liaison with the Home Office to discuss issues with accommodation, and regular dialogue with Home Office case owners. For example, the project coordinator successfully negotiated for two participants to be offered re-housing in regions closer to their family members. This evidence that their views were being taken seriously had a dramatic impact on both participants’ attitudes and worldviews.

The project coordinator facilitates communication and exchange of information between participants and their case owners, in order to defuse potential flashpoints. For example, on several occasions participants were thrown into panic by being summoned unexpectedly to interview or following incidents at reporting, leading them to contemplate absconding. The project coordinator was able to clarify the situation with case owners and provide reassurance, leading participants to continue reporting.

The project assists participants to establish support networks in the areas where they are living, to reduce dependency on the project. During the one-year period of support from the project, the intensity of support is gradually decreased so that participants are ultimately able to rely on local networks and support.

The project has to date worked post-release with 21 participants. There has been rate of compliance with conditions of at least 90%.105 Two participants have been reconvicted of offences, both receiving non-custodial sentences for offences far less serious than those of their previous convictions. One participant returned voluntarily to his country of origin. The project is estimated to save between 83% and 95% of the costs of detention, depending on whether participants need housing from the government.106 Independent evaluation has found that the model used in the project is in line with the latest models of best practice developed in the context of criminal justice rehabilitation.107

105 Two participants lost contact with the project before completing the full year of support, and it was not possible to establish whether they continued to comply with their conditions.

106 Detention Action, Alternatives to detention for public protection, April 2016.

Learning

Screening and assessment

Screening and assessment is a crucial part of any alternative to detention, but it is particularly important in the cases of ex-offenders, given the range and complexity of issues. However, effective assessment of ex-offenders should be far more feasible than for other groups of irregular migrants, given that most have detailed prison records and often have often lived for many years in the UK. Decision-makers should be able to make carefully considered and rigorous assessments of risks, vulnerabilities and prospects of deportation before deciding on detention or alternatives.

Assessments of risk should not simply be based on the fact and nature of the offence, but take into account prison records and evidence of rehabilitation. The Toronto Bail Program and Community Support Project models emphasise the importance of face-to-face interview in assessing the person’s attitude to their offending and plans for reintegration on release. There are advantages in involving NGO representatives in making this assessment, but wherever possible decision-makers should also have direct communication with the person concerned.

Decision-makers should also undertake detailed assessment of any barriers to return and likely timescales for overcoming them. Such assessments should be made before the person completes their sentence, so that a decision on detention or alternatives can be made without delay. As far as possible, deportation orders can be served, appeals considered and travel documents sought before the end of the sentence, with provision of legal advice. Where deportation is unlikely to be possible within a lawful and reasonable period of detention, with the result that the person will be released anyway, release should take place in a planned and ordered manner at the end of the sentence.

Placement options

Many ex-offenders have friends or family who can accommodate them after release, without relying on the statutory accommodation available to migrants leaving detention. Alternatives based on supporting migrants in their own accommodation will be the cheapest for the Government, and in many cases mean the essential support of friends and family (though those without friends or family and available accommodation should not be disadvantaged when being considered for alternatives). However, particularly where there are long-term barriers to removal, there should be careful assessment of the sustainability of such arrangements, particularly where people are returning to the locations of previous offending. In some cases, it may be preferable to house people in accommodation in a different area so as to lower the chances of reoffending. But in other cases, subsistence support may enable migrants to live in a sustainable way with friends or family, without being drawn back into crime by destitution.

Conditions such as regular reporting can be applied where necessary, based on case-by-case assessment. However, it is important that conditions are not too onerous, as conditions perceived as punitive are more likely to alienate people who feel that they have already served the sentence for their offence. Where conditions are applied, they should be regularly reviewed, with cooperation explicitly linked to gradual reduction in conditions.


**Case management**

The successful models of alternatives for ex-offenders focus heavily on case management. The evidence suggests that a relationship of trust with an independent case manager, providing support and guidance throughout the reintegration period, is vital to minimising risks. The case manager can work in a joined up way with the decision-maker, probation officer and mental health and other service providers to ensure that the person is supported to avoid reoffending and comply with the conditions of their release, without taking part in the decision making process. Civil society organisations are particularly well-placed to develop such trust relationships with migrants. Indeed, NGOs working in the criminal justice sector have a wealth of experience in supporting ex-offenders to reintegrate into the community, and could be well placed to adapt services to meet the needs of migrants facing deportation.

**Recommendations:**

14. **Alternatives to detention for ex-offenders should take into account learning from good practice in post-prison rehabilitation services, whilst recognising the specific situations of migrants facing deportation.**

15. **Opportunities should be taken to develop and expand the Community Support Project model to enable more ex-offenders to be released.** This could include the involvement of organisations experienced in mainstream post-prison rehabilitation work. Partnership between the Home Office and civil society is particularly important and achievable in this area, given the complexities involved and the clear common interest in avoiding re-offending. **Where appropriate, accommodation should be provided away from previous areas of offending.**
Part III

The process of change
Abdal –
‘Detention creates separation and suspicion. We need a immigration system based on engagement and trust.’
The role of civil society?

Many emerging examples of alternatives to detention around the world involve the active participation of civil society organisations. For example, in Mexico where 35,704 children were detained in 2015, the Mexican government and three civil society organisations (the International Detention Coalition, SOS Children’s Villages Mexico and Covenant House) set up a working group to develop an alternative for such children. After much negotiation, a small but successful pilot programme took place between August 2015 and April 2016. Likewise, in Japan, a Memorandum of Understanding was agreed between the Immigration Department of the Ministry of Justice, Japan Bar Association and Forum for Refugees Japan (a local NGO) to pilot an alternative to detention in 2012. For the following two years, a referral mechanism was set up and a number of NGOs collaborated to provide a comprehensive support package to those who were routed out of detention on arrival at the airport.

Most recently, during the oral evidence session before the Home Affairs Committee on 12 July 2016, the Government has confirmed that ‘harnessing the processes in community’ is a ‘building block’ of the detention reform agenda. Given the many controversies surrounding the ‘hostile environment’ measures embedded by the Immigration Act 2016 and other historical reasons, forging a constructive working relationship with the authorities is extremely challenging for civil society organisations in the UK. In this section, we will explore opportunities and risks for civil society in being involved in developing alternatives.

Opportunities for involvement in developing alternatives

Alternatives to detention pose a unique opportunity for civil society to influence and participate in the reform of migration governance systems. As governments begin to acknowledge that over-use of detention is problematic, windows open for civil society to show that community-based alternatives can work better for both immigration management
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and migrants themselves. This shift from challenge and criticism towards solution-based advocacy is inevitably controversial, but it may pose the greatest opportunities to shift policy away from the focus on enforcement.  

The evidence so far strongly suggests two related conclusions: alternatives that involve the active participation of civil society have a stronger focus on engagement with migrants, and they have better outcomes for both migrants and governments. This connection is unsurprising: civil society organisations have usually worked on alternatives projects alongside existing services for migrants in the community. Often these services approximate the case management that appears to be the key element in the most successful alternatives. Successful alternatives like the Community Support Project in the UK and Australian case management are based closely on existing good practice in other contexts of social work and probation. Civil society organisations have a wealth of experience on which alternatives can be based, minimising the risks of trial and error. Unlike government departments, they can be more flexible in meeting individuals’ needs.

By contrast, alternatives that have not involved civil society often appear to have been developed in a void, and tend to be less successful. It is unclear how far the Belgian returns houses and the UK Millbank pilot, for example, were based on evaluation of previous models. This model of alternatives development appears to start with the physical accommodation, and then assemble services in an ad hoc manner. The evidence is clear: starting from buildings, rather than existing holistic models, gets it the wrong way around.

The key, of course, is that civil society organisations are far better placed to have the trust of migrants and better understand migrants’ needs. It is self-evident that migrants will be more predisposed to trust community organisations that have already been supporting them than the authorities that have been detaining them. The involvement of civil society organisations, supporting migrants in the community, means that trust can be established far more quickly.

This means that civil society organisations have significant scope to influence the development of alternatives. This was demonstrated in Australia, where the government expanded and implemented the model developed by Hotham Mission, a small NGO.  

111 See Grant Mitchell, ‘Engaging Governments on Alternatives to Immigration Detention’, Global Detention Project, July 2016 for more detailed discussion of the opportunities and risks of this approach.

112 IDC, The Australian Experience: Case management as an alternative to immigration detention, June 2009.
recently, the US pilots have formed the basis for the national roll-out by the authorities. In a field where civil society has frequently struggled to have an influence, alternatives to detention are an unprecedented opportunity to shape the discussion and get involved in the process of reducing detention.

These examples also show how civil society can use alternatives to set the agenda. Small pilots by NGOs can test and refine models and develop an evidence base, at a point when the authorities are not ready to commit to implementation. Such pilots are usually initiated without government funding, some with support from charitable foundations, reinforcing their independence. The models and learning generated can be used to start conversations with government, of a different kind to the oppositional and sometimes hostile discourse that has often dominated dialogue. Governments generally welcome interventions by civil society that address migration governance objectives as well as the welfare of migrants. If the pilots are deemed successful, then the savings made by closing detention centres can be reinvested into the community to implement larger scale alternatives.

For maximum effect, pilots can be designed to address key strategic issues where detention is particularly problematic both for governments and for civil society. Governments are usually cautious about committing to alternatives across the board, given the cost and political risks involved, whereas small projects addressing specific groups or issues are politically less risky. The most common starting point has been with families with children, often following campaigning or litigation. This has the advantage of being politically more straightforward, and can help to establish the principle that children should not be detained. However, the exclusive focus on children has tended to limit the influence of such pilots over wider immigration enforcement systems: it can entrench the view that detention is suitable for adults but just not for children.

The Community Support Project, following the Toronto Bail Program, took the opposite approach of focusing on ex-offenders with barriers to removal. This focus allows for common interests with government, as long-term detention followed by release of ex-offenders without support structure is seen as a problem by both sides. Additionally, it can be argued that what works for ex-offenders, a group with particularly complex needs and risks, can be easily transferred to different groups of migrants. The focus of the Australian Status Resolution Support Services on vulnerable people is particularly relevant to the UK, where the Government has committed to reducing the detention of vulnerable people. The failure of the Fast Track has meant that vulnerable asylum-seekers are being released, even where there are risks of absconding; alternatives could play an important role in making a non-detained approach politically sustainable.

The good practice models can be seen to divide roles neatly between the authorities and NGOs.

113 After the pilot stage, the government contract for the national programme, Family Case Management Programme, was awarded to a private company, GEO Care, which is partnering with community organisations to provide holistic care.

114 For example, the Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service (LIRS) pilot mentioned above was supported by the Oak Foundation and the Ford Foundation. See Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service, Family Placement Alternatives: Promoting Compliance with Compassion and Stability through Case Management Services, 2015.

civil society agents. Governments need to be responsible for decision-making on immigration and asylum cases and screening and assessment of needs and risks. The authorities also need to be responsible for decisions on suitable placement options, and imposing conditions where they judge necessary. Civil society organisations, by contrast, are best placed to provide case management and support migrants to engage with asylum and immigration processes, meeting whatever conditions have been imposed. They can work with migrants on case resolution, helping them to explore all options for their futures, including voluntary return where appropriate. This should not however tip over into pushing people to return voluntarily, which can lose the trust of migrants and the credibility of the organisations. In some cases, organisations have committed to monitoring compliance themselves and informing the authorities of breaches. However, this should not be necessary, as governments can maintain their own reporting regimes alongside community support.

Risks and limitations of civil society involvement in alternatives

There are also risks in civil society involvement in alternatives alongside governments. NGOs’ independence can potentially be compromised, particularly if they agree to accept government funding, an almost inevitable element of wider roll-out of alternatives. This could undermine organisations’ perceived integrity amongst migrants and wider civil society and reputation among peer organisations. However, these risks can be managed to a certain extent by clear delineation of roles in service level agreements. In principle, implementation of alternatives should not require NGOs to act in any way against the interests of the people they support.

At the systemic level, there is nothing automatic about the development of alternatives leading to reduction in detention. Alternatives can risk effectively becoming additions to detention, bringing more migrants into the ambit of returns procedures and control without reducing the use of detention. This highlights the need to win the argument against detention as well as for alternatives; the benefits of alternatives will be limited if governments remain reliant on detention. This is particularly the case for traditional enforcement-based alternatives, which have little track record of leading to reduction in detention: the UK, for example, over many years expanded the use of reporting, bail, designated residence and electronic monitoring without any reduction in detention. By contrast, engagement-based alternatives both require more investment, and manifest a different overall approach, so tend to be developed as part of a shift away from detention. In the UK at least, that shift appears to already be happening due to various pressures; alternatives can accelerate it and make it sustainable.

At the individual level, there is a risk that alternatives can be a further precondition of liberty for migrants who would otherwise be released anyway. For example, the accusation has been levelled against the Toronto Bail Program that it raises the threshold for release amongst decision-makers, who may be more reluctant to release migrants in detention who are not on the project. The Program is small and operates in only one city, so cannot assist all eligible migrants.116 This risk can be minimised, if not eliminated, by effective screening to identify suitability for alternatives, and a clear plan for expansion to enable all eligible migrants to have access to alternatives.

A related concern is that alternatives can become alternative forms of detention. The most

116 Edwards, p59.
coercive alternatives, electronic monitoring and home curfews, involve significant curtailment of liberty, and can in some cases be considered to amount to forms of detention.\textsuperscript{117} There is also little evidence that they work, in any meaningful sense, since they make compliance unpleasant for migrants, who can simply remove monitoring devices and abscond. As they actively undermine trust and predisposition to comply, they are not recommended.\textsuperscript{118} 

There is never a guarantee that civil society will be able to keep control of the process of developing alternatives. For example, the US pilots led to wider roll-out of alternatives by the Government, but the contract for implementation was awarded to a private company, GEO Care. It remains to be seen whether this will lead to a greater focus on enforcement and less trust with migrants, or whether GEO Care will maintain the ethos of the initial civil society pilots.\textsuperscript{119} 

Finally, it should be recognised that alternatives, at best, prevent detention or get people out of detention and improve their experience of immigration and asylum procedures; they do not absolve them of immigration control altogether nor guarantee there will not be future periods of detention or forced removal. Many migrants’ rights groups regard opposing detention as inseparable from opposing immigration control in general. This can lead to alternatives being seen as a dilution of the right to liberty, and a distraction from principled opposition to immigration control. However, while not every organisation will judge it appropriate to get involved in alternatives, there is no necessary contradiction. Alternatives contribute to de-legitimising detention and over-use of enforcement in general. They tend to be associated with increased grant rates of leave to remain and better wellbeing outcomes for migrants, as well as increased rates of voluntary return.\textsuperscript{120} For migrants today, immigration control is a fact of life, and it is essential that pragmatic strategies be developed to minimise the harm it is causing right now.

Alternatives, at best, prevent detention or get people out of detention... they do not absolve them of immigration control altogether

\textsuperscript{117} See for example \textit{Gedi v SSHD [2016] EWCA Civ 409.}

\textsuperscript{118} UNHCR Guidelines, p24.


\textsuperscript{120} See the evidence of the SRSS project in Australia. IDC, p52.
The UK government’s commitment to reducing the extent and length of detention, combined with financial pressure to save money on the detention estate, creates opportunities for alternatives that meet migration governance objectives without detention. Based on the discussions in this report, the process of developing alternatives could involve the following stages:

- Wider discussion of alternatives in civil society leads to growing awareness of the opportunities and risks and willingness to engage, directly or indirectly;
- Civil society develops a series of small pilots for specific groups of migrants, in conversation with individuals with direct experience of immigration procedures and detention, based on screening, assessment and case management, with initial funding from charitable trusts or other independent sources;
- The Home Office feeds into design, development and implementation of pilots, to ensure that they address specific concerns that drive the use of detention;
- The Home Office agrees to release or divert migrants from detention onto the pilots, based on effective screening and assessment;
- Monitoring and evaluation captures the learning of the pilots, in terms of impact on:
  - Welfare of individuals;
  - Immigration outcomes and drivers of detention;
  - Costs;
- The Government commits to wider roll-out of alternatives, through reinvesting some of the savings of reductions in the detention estate;
- The development of a range of alternatives, able to meet the range and scale of needs of migrants at risk of detention, enables a significant reduction in the use of detention, and a shift towards migration governance tactics based on engagement with migrants;
- Ongoing monitoring and evaluation captures and feeds back in the learning from this process;
- Engagement with migrants, rather than detention, becomes mainstreamed as normal practice for UK immigration systems.
The process of change in the UK would influence and be influenced by developments across Europe. Civil society can potentially make a positive contribution to this process:

- Sharing of experience between NGOs across Europe, in particular of the pilot(s) developing in the UK, leads civil society organisations to implement strategies for reducing detention through the development of alternatives which respect the rights and dignity of migrants;

- NGOs in several states develop small pilots, initiating the process of change;

- This leads to growing regional interest and momentum, with sharing of experiences and learning between states and civil society across Europe;

- Regional and international bodies, including the EU, Council of Europe, UNHCR and International Organisation for Migration, increasingly focus on the implementation of engagement-based alternatives in policy statements, guidelines and reviews of directives;

- Involvement of civil society in alternatives to detention becomes common;

- Europe develops a growing range of good practice, evidence, learning and expertise, which enables states across the region to restrict detention to a genuine last resort after less coercive measures have been assessed as unsuitable.

The process of replacing detention with community-based support mechanism will take time, patience and creativity. If there is one certainty in a globalised world, it is that migration is not going to stop. It’s time that governments, civil society, migrants and other institutions take seriously the task of creating a safe, orderly process of migration governance, with a particular focus on reducing the harm caused by immigration detention. We hope this report will encourage UK and European stakeholders to start serious conversations about alternatives to detention, begin to imagine the world without immigration detention and begin to take steps towards a world without immigration detention.
1. There should be more in-depth investigations into and discussions about alternatives to detention, by the government, by the judiciary, by legal practitioners, by civil society organisations, by migrant support groups and by migrants themselves;

2. Alternatives to detention should be developed with the capacity and range to meet the needs of all migrants for whom less coercive measures than detention are appropriate;

3. Alternatives should be based on evaluation of and the learning from existing models and past experience, as well as international good practice. Thorough and independent evaluation of the Family Returns Process should identify principles and practices that could inform the development of alternatives for other groups;

4. These new alternatives should take account of IDC’s CAP model, including providing case management, meeting the basic needs of individuals and involving a clear referral mechanism that links screening and assessment with placement decisions;

5. Alternatives to detention should be developed and implemented in discussion with civil society organisations and migrant communities, utilising their experience in supporting migrants. If pilot programmes are to be initiated, they should be fully evaluated, both quantitatively and qualitatively, to enable learning and adjustments;

6. A study should be conducted to identify the current support and services available in the community that assist migrants’ engagement with immigration procedures and can be developed into alternatives pilots or programmes;

7. Investment in alternatives in the community should accompany a reduction in the scale of the detention estate. The savings made by detention reduction should be reinvested in the community to support alternatives;

8. Where detention is considered, screening should examine in depth the vulnerabilities, needs and strengths of individuals in working towards case resolution, and the scope for alternatives to address any concerns. Such screening should ensure that vulnerable people are not detained, and that people whose mental and physical health is disproportionately affected by detention are released onto appropriate alternatives;
9. Where migrants are detained, regular assessment and monitoring should review the impact on the individual of detention, the likelihood and timescale of removal, and prospects of compliance with alternatives. Even when removal is imminent, alternatives should be considered first and adequate case management support provided to make independent departures possible without detention;

10. Asylum-seekers should go through the asylum process in the community, with alternatives supporting participation and compliance where there are particular risks, such as of absconding;

11. If quick processing of certain cohorts of asylum claims is a priority, instead of bringing back DFT, this could be achieved by housing asylum-seekers in specific areas close to existing facilities including caseworkers, legal representatives, interpreters and courts, with civil society organisations providing a range of psychosocial support. First-Tier Tribunal judges should retain the authority to determine appropriate time-scales for individual cases, with expedition where appropriate;

12. Independent support and generalist advice, which have been shown to improve trust in the system, should be included in the process;

13. High quality immigration advice should be available throughout the process, as far as possible front-loaded at the start of the process;

14. Alternatives to detention for ex-offenders should take into account learning from good practice in post-prison rehabilitation services, whilst recognising the specific situations of migrants facing deportation.

15. Opportunities should be taken to develop and expand the Community Support Project model to enable more ex-offenders to be released. This could include the involvement of organisations experienced in mainstream post-prison rehabilitation work. Partnership between the Home Office and civil society is particularly important and achievable in this area, given the complexities involved and the clear common interest in avoiding re-offending. Where appropriate, accommodation should be provided away from previous areas of offending.
Further reading


- European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), *Alternatives to detention for asylum seekers and people in return procedures*, October 2015.
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